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LOT #

Auction Policies1

Issue #1 from 1979. Centerfold poster is still intact. NM- condition.
Fangoria #1 1979 Magazine2

40 comics. #1 is a scare second print variant and is the 1st
appearance of Daniel Ketch as the second Marvel Ghost Rider. #2
is the 1st appearance of Blackout, one of the Lilin. #15 (1st and
second prints are included. This issue was the first glow-in-the-dark
comic cover. #28 (not sealed) is the 1st cameo team appearance of
The Nine aka the Midnight Sons. #31 (sealed in polybag) is the 1st
full team appearance of the Midnight Sons aka The Nine. Includes
extra copies of #3,5,6,9,11,16,18, and 25. VF+ / NM- condition.

Ghost Rider #1-29 + #31 w/Keys2a

Issue #2 from 1979. Centerfold poster is still intact. VF+/NM-
condition.

Fangoria #23

An Alien LV-426 Cage-Free Eggs toy set which was produced by
NECA in 2016. Comes with six glow in the dark toy eggs and three
facehuggers. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall, the packaging is in nice condition, but
does have light signs of wear as seen through scuffing throughout.
See pictures for further condition details.

NECA Alien LV-426 Glow In The Dark Toy Eggs4

9 figures from Lord of the Rings: Return of the King. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Return of the King Figure Lot4a

Issue #3 from 1979. Issue #3 includes a feature on Christopher
Lee's Arabian Adventure and interviews with David Cronenberg.
"Alien" centerfold poster is still intact. VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #35

The Original Motion Picture Soundtrack for RoboCop 1987. Item is
in overall excellent condition, however, the sleeve exhibits slight
storage wear through crunched edges. Record appears to be NM.
See pictures for further condition details.

RoboCop 1987 Soundtrack Record6

LOT #

#154 is the first appearance of Nemesis, a ghostly hero who was
made the guardian of the Mortal Realm by "The Unknown". Lot
includes issues #154,156-163,167,168, and 171. This series ended
at issue #174 and some of these issues are tough to find! 154 is G
the rest are G- to G with heavy water damage.

Adventures into the Unknown Lot of (12)/Key (1965)6a

A framed 1978 half-sheet from John Carpenter's, "Halloween".
Frame measures roughly 28 1/2" x 20 1/2". Poster is in overall nice
shape, but does exhibit signs of wear through tack holes, water
damage,  and has a slight fold crease in the middle. See pictures
for further condition details.

Framed Halloween 1978 Half-Sheet Poster7

Issue #4 from 1980. Issue #4 features an interview with director
Don Siegel on making Invasion of the Body Snatchers and an
article on warrior robots. Warrior robots centerfold poster is still
intact. VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #48

5 copies. Jack Kirby and Joe Simon. This bronze age issue reprints
2 Boy Commando stories from 1942 (Detective Comics #66 and
Boy Commandos #1). F+ to VF condition.

Boy Commandos #1 (x5) 1973 Kirby + Simon8a

Issue #5 from 1980. Issue #5 features articles on Saturn 3 and
John Carpenter's The Fog. "The Secrets of the Cylons" a foldout
Faeries poster book is still intact. VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #59

A wide variety of David Lynch related items, featuring both Twin
Peaks and Lost Highway. Includes a cassette tape, CD, DVDs, and
a Funko Pop! vinyl figure of The Giant #453. All items' conditions
vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

David Lynch Related Lot10

Covers by Gil Kane and John Romita. Also included is some
interior art by Basil Wolverton and Bill Everett and a story by Stan
Lee. This 1973 series featured reprinted horror stories from Journey
Into Mystery and Adventures Into Terror. #4 is G with rust
mitigation, the rest are VF- to VF condition.

Crypt of Shadows #1/3/4/6 (1973) Marvel Horror10a
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Issue #6 from 1980. Issue #6 features Anthony Daniels on the
making of Star Wars and The Empire Strikes Back. Centerfold
poster is still intact. VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #611

Issue #7 from 1980. Issue #7 includes a feature on Kubrick's The
Shining. Cover displays a small scratch. VF+ condition.

Fangoria #712

Includes The Long Halloween and Dark Victory trade paperbacks
and the Arkham Asylum hardcover. VF+ / NM- condition.

Batman Trade Paperback + Hardcover Lot12a

An 8" Claude Rains Invisible Man Universal Monsters by Sideshow
Figure. Figure is in great condition and comes with stand and some
prop books for the figure to hold. Figure shows minimal signs of
playwear. See pictures for further condition details.

Claude Rains Invisible Man Sideshow Figure13

Issue #8 from 1980. Issue #8 features a behind the scenes on The
Shining with Scatman Crothers and Gary Kurtz on The Empire
Strikes Back. Issue shows some spinal buckling and browning.
VF/+ condition.

Fangoria #814

Late Silver/Early Bronze age horror comics from Marvel. #5 has a
Jack Kirby cover with Bill Everett inks. #5 is VG+/ F- the rest are G
condition.

Chamber of Darkness #1/2/5 + Special (1970)14a

Issue #9 from 1980. Issue #9 includes features on Motel Hell and
The Elephant Man and a piece on Jamie Lee Curtis and Terror
Train. VF+ condition.

Fangoria #915

A framed 8x10 photo of Hellraiser's Pinhead signed by actor Doug
Bradley. Frame is in overall nice condition but does exhibit signs of
storage wear. Item does not come with accompanying CoA, but
Back to the Past Collectibles believes this item to be genuine. See
pictures for further condition details.

Signed Doug Bradley Pinhead Hellraiser Photo16

9 comics. Lot includes the #1-4 set from Howard Chaykin (Hermes
Press) and #0-4 from the Dynamite series (2009). NM condition.

Buck Rogers Comic Lot16a

Issue #10 from 1981. Issue #10 includes features on Scanners and
an interview with Dick Smith. VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #1017

The first three issues from 1979. VF+ condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #1-318

Marvel horror and sci-fi. Bronze Age comic adaptations. VF/ +
condition.

Worlds Unknown #1/4/6/7 (1973) Marvel Horror18a

LOT #

A working illuminated porcelain Halloween village house by Lemax
with the accompanying power adapter. This Zombie Jazz Cafe is a
part of the Michaels Exclusive 2020 Spooky Town Signature
Collection and measures approximately 7 1/4" x 6 1/2" x 5 1/2". 

This Lemax Halloween village house is in overall great condition,
however, there are minor flea-sized chips as apparent on the
chimney and along the lintel, additionally one Jazz musician and
pumpkin lantern has broken off. The box is in overall nice condition,
but displays moderate storage wear as evident through the edges
and corners of the box. 

See pictures for further condition details.

Lemax Spooky Town Zombie Jazz Cafe 202019

Three issues from 1979-1980.  VF+/NM condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #4-620

3 deluxe packages with figures and accessories. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Fellowship of the Ring Figures20a

Three issues from 1980. VF+/NM- condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #7-921

A hardcover book of The Annotated Sandman Vol. 4 by Neil
Gaiman. Includes issues #57 - 75. Item is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original factory sealing. Item is in overall
great condition, however, there are minor breaks in the seal around
the vertices of the book. See pictures for further condition details.

The Annotated Sandman Vol. 4 Neil Gaiman22

4 different cover variations by Francesco Mattina. NM condition.
Spawn #285 + Variants (A,B,C and D)22a

Three issues from 1980-1981. VF+/NM- condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #10-1223

Three issues from 1981. Issue #13 includes postage cover.
VF+/NM condition.

Starlog's CineMagic #13-1524

4 copies. 1st appearance of Digger, the host of this horror
anthology. F- / F+ condition.

Tower of Shadows #1 (x4) 1969 Marvel Horror24a

Three issues from 1982. VF/+ condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #16-1825

An 8" Werewolf of London Universal Monsters by Sideshow Toys.
Figure is in great condition and comes with stand, and prop flower
for the figure to hold. Flower is broken, but stem is still intact.
Figure shows minimal signs of playwear. See pictures for details.

Werewolf of London Sideshow Figure26
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#1,2, and 3. All are sealed in original polybags. NM condition.
Star Wars Galaxy Magazine #1-3 Topps (1994)26a

Four calendars and three sets USPS stamps of Classic Movie
Monsters. All items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Conditions vary, but some of the stamps have
curled over time. See pictures for further condition details.

Horror & Fantasy Calendar/Stamp Lot27

Four issues from 1982-1983. VF/+ condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #19-2228

All 8 issues of the 1986 and 1990 series. Script, art, and covers by
Donald Simpson. NM condition.

Border Worlds #1-7 + Marooner #1/Kitchen Sink28a

Five issues from 1983-1984. VF/+ condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #23-2729

Three turntable spinners, from Waxwork Records' 2020 Spinatures
series. Features iconography of the Witch, Jack-O-Lantern, and
Skeleton masks from John Carpenter's, "Halloween III: Season of
the Witch". All items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original boxes. Overall, packaging appears to be in great condition
with some slight signs of storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Halloween III Turntable Spinatures Lot of (3)30

8 Bronze Age horror comics from Charlton. F- to F+ condition.
Ghost Manor #1/5/6-9/14/17 (1971) Charlton30a

Five issues from 1985. VF/+ condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #28-3231

Five issues from 1986-1987. VF/+ condition.
Starlog's CineMagic #33-3732

12 comics. Included is: Lady Death II: Between Heaven and Hell
#1-4 (set), Evil Ernie: Straight to Hell #1 + Premium variant, #3
Chastity variant, Youth Gone Wild #1 Director's Cut and Evil Ernie:
Revenge #1-4 Set. VF+ / NM- condition.

Lady Death/Evil Ernie Comic Lot 1990s32a

A 1980s glow in the dark figure of the Creature From the Black
Lagoon produced by Remco. This Universal Monster figure
measures approximately 3 7/8" tall. Item still glows in the dark and
is in overall great condition, however, does have some minor black
markings present on the right leg and hand. See pictures for further
condition details.

Remco Creature From the Black Lagoon Glow Figure33

Two soundtrack records featuring a 1976 King Kong with poster set
and an E.T. picture disc. The King Kong record appears to be NM
while the E.T. picture disc is VG+ condition. Sleeves on the King
Kong record seems to be in rather nice shape, however, does have
wear along the corners and spine. See pictures for further condition
details.

SFX Wonders Soundtrack Lot of (2)34

LOT #

6 comics. Includes: Cover A (x2),B,E,F and G variants. NM
condition.

Sandman Universe One-Shot w/Variants34a

Two Garbage Pail Kids related Funko Pop! vinyl figures, including a
Funko 2021 Spring Convention Limited Edition Exclusive Bony
Tony #5 and Leaky Lindsay #8. Both items are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the boxes are in
great visual condition with light signs of storage wear along the
edges and vertices. See pictures for further condition details.

Garbage Pail Kids Funko Pop! Lot of (2)35

Four issues from 1988-1991 and one issue of Starlog Presents
Dracula. Issues range in wear but are generally great. VF/NM-
condition.

Starlog #157,159,161,163 + Dracula36

9 comics. #9 is the first issue of the series (continues from
Chamber of Darkness). Also included is #10,12,17,20 and 24-27.
Few are VG the rest are F+ to VF condition.

Monsters on the Prowl Lot (1971) Marvel Horror36a

Four issues from 1983-1989 and issue #4 of The Best Of Starlog.
Issues range in wear. Lowest grades show signs of humidity, light
rust, and spinal wear. F- - VF/NM- condition.

Starlog #74,139,144,149 + Special37

The first three volumes of Starlog Special Effects, as well as two
additional SFX magazines including Fangoria's Horror FX.
VF+-NM- condition.

Starlog Special Effects Vol 1,2,3 + Other SFX38

10 copies. DC humor comic. Includes interior art by Sergio
Aragones and others with a Basil Wolverton cover. VF to VF+
condition.

Plop #2 (x10) (1973) DC/Aragones/Wolverton38a

A Series 1 Invader Zim Gir Hot Topic Exclusive figure produced by
Palisades. Figure is brand new, never opened, still in original
packaging. The card is in overall great condition but exhibits light
signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Gir Invader Zim Hot Topic Exclusive Figure39

An original 1973 one sheet poster for "The Legend of Hell House"
starring Pamela Franklin, Roddy McDowall, Clive Revill, and Gayle
Hunnicutt. Poster is in nice shape but exhibits wear through
creasing, tack holes. and slight staining. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Legend of Hell House 1973 One Sheet Poster40

11 comics. Includes #180 (2 covers), 181-186,192 (2 covers) and
193. #192 is the death of Rick Grimes and #193 is the last issue of
the series. NM condition.

Walking Dead Group of (11) #180-193/Key+Variants40a
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The first edition MAD Monsters from 1961. Issue shows spinal
wear including buckling, and creasing. Edges show browning and
light abrasion. Fine condition.

MAD Monsters #1/196141

Five books pertaining to fantasy, gothic horror, and occult subjects.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

Fantasy, Horror, & Occult Related Book Lot of (5)42

9 figures from Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Two Towers Figure Lot42a

A variety of accessories designated for decorative Halloween
Towns, including items produced by Lemax. Conditions vary, but
many items feature scuffing and other signs of display wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Lemax Halloween Town Accessories & More43

Two Funko Pop! items relating to Batman. Includes a PX Previews
Exclusive Batman Who Laughs #256 vinyl figure and a GameStop
Exclusive The Joker DCeased enamel pin. Both items are in overall
good condition, but exhibit signs of storage wear along the edges
of the box. See pictures for further condition details.

Batman Funko Pop! Lot of (2)44

10 copies. DC humor comic. Includes interior art by Sergio
Aragones and others with a Basil Wolverton cover. Few are VG,
the rest are F+ to VF condition.

Plop #3 (x10) (1973) DC/Aragones/Wolverton44a

June, August, and October issues from 1985. Issues show minimal
wear, including some browning and minor creases. October issue's
centerfold is loose from staples. F-VF+ condition.

Monster Land Magazine 1985 Issues (3)45

A resin bust of Dracula #568/600 produced by John's Toys as a
part of the 2003 Creatures of the Night series. These busts were
limited to 1,000 pieces worldwide. Overall, the bust is in good
condition, however, does exhibit signs of display wear and is
missing the ring finger on the right hand. Packaging is in overall
nice shape but does have scuffing along the edges of the box. See
pictures for further condition details.

Dracula Resin Bust #568/60046

This series was a horror anthology from Charlton that often
featured work by Steve Ditko and other comics luminaries. Included
are issue #s 100,102,103,105,107-110,112-115 and 121. VG+ to F-
condition.

Ghostly Tales Lot of (13) Charlton (1972) Horror46a

A brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging Alien
Kubrick Series 2 figures with retailer display produced by Medicom
in 2007. Each box may contain Dallas (21% chance), Lambert
(21% chance), Kane (21% chance), Ripley (8% chance) or a

Alien Kubrick Series 2 W/ Retailer Display47

LOT #
Chestburster with Eggchamber (29% chance). Retailer box appears
to be in overall nice shape with perforated edges intact, however,
does display signs of storage wear and the glue has separated
from back face of the box. See pictures for further condition details.

Four issues including two December 1985, March 1986, and April
1986. Issues show a range of wear including tearing near staples,
some cover creases and light edge abrasion. VG-F/VF- condition.

Monster Land Magazine 1985-1986 (4)48

9 comics. You get all pictured. #176 is the 1st full appearance of
Stephanie, Pamela Milton and Elodie (Michonne's daughter). #177
is the 1st appearance of Mercer and Sebastian, the boy who shot
Rick. VF+ / NM- condition.

Walking Dead #174-180 + Variants48a

A roughly 12" tall collector's edition figure of The Mummy as a part
of the Hasbro Signature Series produced by Kenner in 1998. Item
is brand new, never opened, and still in the original box. Overall,
the packaging is in good condition, but does exhibit signs of
storage wear through creasing and scuffing. See pictures for further
condition details.

Universal Monsters The Mummy Kenner Figure49

June, July, August, and October issues from 1986. Issues show a
range of wear including a missing cover for October issue.
Centerfold posters are intact. G-F/VF condition.

Monster Land Magazine 1986 Issues (4)50

3 copies. Cover art by John Romita.  F- to F+/ VF- condition.
Dead of Night #1 (x3) 1973 Marvel Horror50a

November and December of 1986. as Spring and Fall issues from
1987. Issues have minimal wear including minor spinal buckling.
Issues appear in great visual condition aside from November issue
which is missing the cover. Centerfold posters are still intact.
G-VF+ condition.

Monster Land Magazine 1986-1987 (4)51

A Series 1 Invader Zim Ms. Bitters Hot Topic Exclusive figure
produced by Palisades. Figure is brand new, never opened, and
still in original packaging. The card is in overall great condition but
exhibits light signs of storage wear along the edge of the card. See
pictures for further condition details.

Ms. Bitters Invader Zim Hot Topic Exclusive52

Near run. Missing only #19. DC/Vertigo series set in the Sandman
Universe. NM condition.

House of Whispers #1-18 + #20 Sandman Universe52a

A Ghostface mask as depicted in the 1996 cult classic slasher
movie, "Scream". Item appears to have dried fake blood between
the mask and plastic veneer. Mask no longer comes with the
bleeding effect blood pump. See pictures for further condition
details.

Scream Ghostface Bleeding Effect Mask53
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Five issues from 1989-1990. VF+/NM- condition.
Toxic Horror Issues #1-554

10 different covers for various Image comics. All are from 2017.
You get all pictured. NM condition.

Walking Dead Homage Variant Cover Lot of (10)54a

A 1980s glow in the dark figure of the Wolfman produced by
Remco. This Universal Monster figure measures approximately 3
7/8" tall. The face still glows in the dark and the figure is in overall
great condition, however, there are slight scuffs present in the paint
and the glow in the dark paint on the face. See pictures for further
condition details.

Remco Wolfman 1980s Glow in the Dark Figure55

Four issues from 1988-1989. Issues Four and Six are missing their
posters and Six has a staple pop. F- - VF+ condition.

Gorezone Issues #2,3,4,+656

Bronze Age horror comics from DC. Lot includes
#143-148,150,152,154,169,174 and 195. Foxing on cover
throughout VG+ / F to F/F+ condition.

Unexpected Group of (12) #143-195 DC Horror56a

Four issues from 1989. Issues show minimal wear including some
spinal buckling. All centerfold posters are intact. VF/+ condition.

Gorezone Issues #7-1057

Four issues from 1990. Issue #13 includes a staple pop and a
signed 8x10 of Linnea Quigley. All centerfold posters are intact.
F-VF+ condition.

Gorezone Issues #11-14 + Signed Photo58

Lot includes #156-163 with 2 copies of #163 and #167 and 171 (2
covers). #167 is the death of Andrea and #171 is the appearance
of the Princess of Pittsburgh. The variant cover was done by
Lorenzo De Felici. NM condition.

Walking Dead Group of (12) #156-171 w/Variant58a

A 2020 Lemax Spooky Town model of The Pit and the Pendulum
which was produced in 2020 and measures approximately 5.12" x
10.83" x 10.94".

This item is in overall excellent condition and comes with the
accompanying power adapter. However, there are minor flea-bite
sized chips in the paint as evident along the fence and on the back
support beams. The box appears to be in nice condition but does
exhibit signs of storage wear along the edges and corners through
scuffing and denting, and additionally has a marking present on the
front face of the box.

See pictures for further condition details.

Lemax Spooky Town The Pit and the Pendulum 202059

LOT #

An original poster for the 1981 film "My Bloody Valentine". Poster
measures approximately 22"x28". Poster is in good condition with
surface wear including spots of abrasion and edge creasing. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

My Bloody Valentine 1981 Poster60

12 issues from the original series. NM condition.
Sandman #60-68 + #70-72 DC/Vertigo60a

Two NECA Reel Toys figures from the movie, "Prometheus" which
one Pressure Suit Holographic Engineer and one Chair Suit
Holographic Engineer. Both items are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. Overall, packaging is in good
condition but does show wear such as scuffing and crunching. See
pictures for further condition details.

Prometheus NECA Figure Lot of (2)61

Four issues from 1990-1991. Issues show minimal wear. Centerfold
posters are intact. VF+/NM- condition.

Gorezone Issues #15-1862

Includes DC House of Horror #1 and Avengers Halloween Special
#1. NM condition.

Marvel/DC Modern Horror Comic Lot62a

Four issues from 1991-1992. Centerfold posters are intact.
VF+/NM- condition.

Gorezone Issues #19-2263

Three issues from 1992-1993 and one 1988 special. Cover has
partially split along spinal crease of #26. Centerfold posters are
intact. F- - VF+ condition.

Gorezone Issues #23,34,26 + Special64

1973. Marvel. Reprinted horror stories from Journey Into Unknown
Worlds, Menace and Adventures Into Terror. F to F+ / VF-
condition.

Vault of Evil #1/4/6/9/18 1973/Marvel Horror64a

A die-cast Volkswagen T1 panel bus Hot Wheels vehicle of The
Wolf Man which was produced by Mattel 2012.

This item is brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.
The packaging is in overall great condition, however, there are
signs of light storage wear along evident along the edges of the
card.

See pictures for further condition details.

HOT WHEELS The Wolf Man Volkswagen T1 Panel Bus65

Two "Creature from the Black Lagoon" keepsake tins from 2004
which features the original poster art. Both tins are in overall
excellent condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Tin Lot of (2)66

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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#50 is the oversized, award-winning issue that tells the standalone
story of Bagdad in its glory days being offered to Morpheus to
preserve in dreams. NM condition.

Sandman #50-55 + #57-59 DC/Vertigo66a

A 16" Jack Skellington figure produced by JUN Planning Co, Inc.
Item is in overall great condition, but does seem to be missing the
alternate head. The box features various areas of scuffing and
creasing. See pictures for further condition details.

Jack Skellington 16" Figure67

An original one sheet poster for 1983 film "The Hunger" starring
David Bowie, Catherine Deneuve, and Susan Sarandon. Poster is
in good condition, displaying some light surface scuffs and
edgewear from being rolled for storage purposes. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

The Hunger 1983 One Sheet Poster68

Late 50s humor/parody/satire magazine in the vein of MAD. This
magazine only lasted 6 issues, so this represents half of the entire
run! Great covers! G-VG with loose covers and water damage.

THIMK #1/5/6 1958/1959 MAD-like Magazine68a

Two Elvira themed issues from Monster Land from 1985-1986.
Issues show minimal wear including small amounts of spinal
buckling. VF condition.

Monster Land Magazine Elvira Issues69

Three issues from 1989, and one December 1988 issue. Summer
issue shows the most wear including small spots of water damage
on the back cover. December issue's centerfold poster is still intact.
VF- - NM- condition.

HorrorFan Summer/Fall/Winter 1989 Issues + 198870

All figures are new in sealed packages. This set forms a circle as
pictured on the flyer. As these were made in 2001, batteries may
need to be changed to restore function. All bags are sealed.

Lord of the Rings 19 Figure Set/Burger King70a

A complete set of five Alien ReAction figures produced by Funko in
2013. Includes the Alien, Ripley, Ash, Dallas, and Kane. All figures
are brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Cards are in great condition but show light signs of storage wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Alien Funko Reaction Figures Complete Set71

Four books pertaining to horror films, both the history of and more.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

Horror Movie Book Lot of (4)72

Vintage humor magazine lot. You get all pictured. G-VG+
condition.

Cracked Annual #1/2/3/6/11 (1967)72a

LOT #

Filmfax shows spinal buckling, pen markings, and staple stress; F+
condition. AlterEgo is in NM- condition.

AlterEgo + Filmfax Magazine (2)73

Two half-sheet posters for the 1993 film "The Nightmare Before
Christmas". Half sheets are in good condition and display some
light surface scratches from storage as well as some creasing in
the lower corners. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Nightmare Before Christmas Half-Sheet Posters (2)74

Vintage lot. #37 is the (Beatles/Beetles cover). Cover art by John
Severin. G-VG condition.

Cracked Magazine #31/32/34/37/45/56 1960s74a

Special double issue Vol 13 No 2/Vol 13 No 3 featuring John
Carpenter's "The Thing". NM- condition.

Cinefantastique Vol 13 No 2/Vol 13 No 375

Four issues from 1983-1987. Issues show minimal wear including
small amounts of spinal creasing/buckling VF-VF+/NM- condition.

Cinefantastique Issues 1983-1987 (4)76

Art by John Severin, Jack Davis and more. G-VG condition.
Cracked Magazine #16/17/18/22/26/27 1960s76a

Four issues from 1987-1988. VF - VF+/NM- condition.
Cinefantastique Issues 1987-1988 (4)77

A Taint of Madness Call of Cthulhu Sourcebook #2354 produced
by Chaosium Inc. in 1995. Book is in overall good condition with
some storage wear. Insides appear to be clean. See pictures for
further condition details.

Taint of Madness Call of Cthulhu Sourcebook78

3 Issues from the late 1950s! Art by John Severin,  Bill Everett,
Gray Morrow and more. G-VG condition.

Cracked Magazine #3/7/9 1950s!78a

An orchestral soundtrack record of the score featured in "Blade
Runner" produced in 1982. Record appears to be of NM condition.
Sleeve is in great shape but does have signs of storage wear
through scrunched along corners and portions of the spine as well
as slight abrasions along the edges. See pictures for further
condition details.

Blade Runner Orchestral Soundtrack Record79

Two issues from 1989. NM condition.
Cinefantastique Issues January/November 198980

#34 has a great Jack Davis giant ape cover! Beatles cameo, Three
Stooges parody in issue #35. Charlton. One of the more successful
MAD mimics, created by comics legend Joe Simon, featuring an
array of comedic talent. G-VG condition.

Sick Magazine #34/35/38/41/44/83/103 1960s80a
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January, July, and December of 1990 issues. Issues have minimal
signs of wear including some spinal buckling. VF-VF+/NM-
condition.

Cinefantastique 1990 Issues (3)81

Nine CDs and one cassette tape featuring soundtracks from Blade
Runner, The Crow, Pulp Fiction, Scream 3, The Nightmare Before
Christmas, and more! Conditions vary. Items are untested. You get
all pictured.

Horror/Cult Classic Film CD & More Lot of (10)82

#16 and 25 feature great Jack Davis Frankenstein's Monster
covers. One of the more successful MAD mimics, created by
comics legend Joe Simon, featuring an array of comedic talent.
G-VG condition.

Sick Magazine #16/24/25/26/27 1960s82a

February, April, and June issues from 1991. VF+ - NM- condition.
Cinefantastique 1991 Issues (3)83

Six publications pertaining to the subject of special make-up
effects, include books featuring the work of Tom Savini. Conditions
vary. You get all pictured.

Special FX Related Publication Lot of (6)84

One of the more successful MAD mimics, created by comics
legend Joe Simon, featuring an array of comedic talent. G to G+
September and October issue covers are completely off.

Sick Magazine ##2/7/8/10/15 1960s84a

Two one sheets from 2000s horror movies such as horror/comedy
"Shaun Of The Dead" and supernatural/thriller "The Fog". Posters
are in good condition with light surface scratches from storage as
well as some minor creasing. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

2000s Horror Movie Poster Lot (2)85

Four issues from 1991-1996. Issues show minimal signs of wear
including light spinal buckling. VF-VF+/NM- condition.

Cinefantastique Issues 1991-199686

8 figures from Lord of the Rings: Return of the King. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Return of the King Figure Lot86a

An Universal Monsters The Bride of Frankenstein themed turntable
spinner, from Waxwork Records' 2020 Spinatures series. Item is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original box. Overall,
packaging appears to be in great condition with some slight signs
of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Bride of Frankenstein Turntable Spinature87

Four framed photos and one Funko Pop! vinyl figure pertaining to
various Universal Monsters such as Wolfman, Frankenstein, and
more. Includes a Walgreens Exclusive The Invisible Man #608
Funko Pop! which is brand new, never opened, and still in the

Universal Monsters Related Photo & Figure Lot88

LOT #
original box. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1970s Marvel humor/spoof/parody magazine featuring some of the
greatest talents in Marvel's bullpen! VG-VG+ / F- condition.

Crazy Magazine #1/4/5/10/11/13/16/17 1970s88a

Issues from Monster World, UFO Universe, Monsters Of The
Movies and more. Issues range in wear but commonly have spinal
buckling and light spots of abrasion and even humidity damage.
F/VF-VF+ condition.

Assorted Monster Magazines (4)89

Five trick-or-treating Spider-Man related items. Includes an
operational flashlight, plush toys, figures, a candy bucket, and PEZ
dispenser. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

Spider-Man Trick-or-Treating Related Lot of (5)90

2 copies. A and B cover variations. NM condition.
Batman: Damned #2 w/Variant DC Black Label90a

Three Call of Cthulhu related books, including: Alone Against The
Frost, Alone Against The Dark, and Terror From The Skies. Books
are in overall great condition with minor signs of storage wear.
Insides of the books appear to be clean. See pictures for condition
details.

Call of Cthulhu Related Book Lot of (3)91

Four publications pertaining to the subject of special effects, both
make-up and practical. Conditions vary. You get all pictured.

Special FX Related Book Lot of (4)92

5 copies of the first issue. Published by Warren. F- VF condition.
Will Eisner's Spirit Magazine #1 (x5) 197492a

Six issues of Model and Toy collector, which includes two copies of
issue #12. Issues range in wear including some staple stress, light
cover creasing, and spinal cracks. VF- VF+/NM- condition.

Model and Toy Collector #12-1693

Two "Creature from the Black Lagoon" keepsake tins from 2004
which features the original poster art. Both tins are in overall
excellent condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Tin Lot of (2)94

Cover art by Manuel Sanjulian. Stories in this issue include: "The
Curse of the Undead" (starring Vampirella); "The Edge of
Tomorrow"; "Uncle Wiggly's Magic Box"; "Whitechapel"; and
"Castle, Dungeon & All." Written by Gerry Boudreau, Bill DuBay,
and Flaxman Lowe. Art by Vincente Alcazar, Auraleon, Howard
Chaykin, Gonzalo Mayo, Leopold Sanchez, and Zesar. Includes
feature on the 1975 Warren Awards. VF+/ NM- condition.

Vampirella #51 (1976) Warren Magazine94a
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A Japanese "The Nightmare Before Christmas" themed electronic
doorknocker produced in 1999 by SEGA. Depicts the antagonist,
Oogie Boogie, and measures about 7 1/2" tall. Item is still attached
to the original inside portion of the box, however, the box displays
moderate wear as there are tears, abrasions, and a loose side flap.
See pictures for further condition details.

Nightmare Before Christmas Door Knocker95

Five issues of Model and Toy collector. VF+/NM- condition.
Model and Toy Collector #17-2196

EC Picto-Fiction features illustrated adult crime stories. Joe
Orlando bloody art cover. Stories by Reed Crandall, Al Feldstein,
Graham Ingles, George Evans and others. F+/VF-, cover damage
but nowhere else.

EC Crime Illustrated #1 1955 Picto-Fiction96a

An original one sheet poster for the 1977 film "The Incredible
Melting Man". One Sheet is in nice condition, with several folding
creases from years of storage. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

The Incredible Melting Man 1977 One Sheet Poster97

Five issues of Model and Toy collector. VF+/NM- condition.
Model and Toy Collector #23-2798

EC Picto-Fiction features illustrated horror stories. Reed Crandall
cover. Here is the forefather to Jim Warren's Creepy. This was Bill
Gaines' attempt to skirt the comic code he helped create, by going
to a black and white magazine. Includes a story written by Alfred E.
Newman entitled "REFLECTION OF DEATH." F+/VF- with cover
edge abrasion and tearing.

EC Adult Tales of Terror #2 1956 Picto-Fiction98a

A working Lemax Spooky Town Halloween village house of The
Ghoulish Gourd which was produced in 2020 and measures
approximately 9.92" x 10.04" x 6.50".

This item is in overall excellent condition, however, the packaging
does exhibit signs of moderate storage wear as scuffing and slight
denting is present along the edges and corners of the box.
Additionally, there are a few tears, as seen on the back and front
faces.

See pictures for further condition details.

Lemax Spooky Town The Ghoulish Gourd Pub & Grill99

The 1965 Famous Monsters Do-It-Yourself Monster Make-Up
Handbook by Dick Smith. Magazine shows spinal wear including
buckling and creasing, as well as small tears, and creases along
the covers. F/F+ condition.

Famous Monsters Do-It-Yourself Handbook100

LOT #

Lot includes #127,130,132,133,135,138,139,143,145,146,147 and
150. #127 is the 1st appearance of Magna. #130 is the 1st
appearance of The Whisperers. #132 is the 1st cameo appearance
of Alpha. #138 is the 1st full appearance of Alpha. NM condition.

Walking Dead Group of (12) #127-150/1st Alpha100a

Issue 36 from 1965. Issue shows minimal wear aside from one spot
of spinal warping. VF/VF+ condition.

Famous Monsters Issue #36101

A variety of accessories designated for decorative Halloween
Towns, including items produced by Lemax. The lights to the
mausoleum and graveyard tree are still operational. Conditions
vary, but many items feature scuffing and other signs of display
wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Lemax Halloween Town Accessories & More102

18 comics. Includes Nightmares on Elm Street #1, Leatherface #1,
Arachnophobia Movie Adaptation, Aliens, Army of Darkness,
Nosferatu and more! You get all pictured. VF-VF+ / NM- condition.

Horror Comic Book Lot102a

Issue 41 from 1966. Issue shows signs of browning and light cover
wear. F+/VF- condition.

Famous Monsters Issue #41103

A vaulted Travis Bickle #220 Funko Pop! vinyl figure. Figure is
brand new, never opened, still in original box. Box is in overall
great condition but has light signs of storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Taxi Driver Travis Bickle #220 Vaulted Funko Pop!104

Includes #9, 17 and the Strippers and Showgirls Posterbook. NM
condition.

Scream Queens Illustrated Magazine Lot104a

Two figures of Grave Digger Daryl Dixon from AMC's hit TV series,
"The Walking Dead". Figures were produced by McFarlane Toys in
2015. Both items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original box. Overall, the packaging is in great condition with minor
signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Walking Dead Daryl Dixon Figure Lot of (2)105

Issue 50 from 1968. Issue has some spinal buckling and near
staple pops as well as browning. Condition is Fine.

Famous Monsters Issue #50106

10 issues. DC Bronze Age horror comics. G/VG - F with spinal rolls
and rusted staples.

Unexpected #131-139 + #140 DC Horror106a

Issues 52 and 60 from 1968-1969. Issues show a range of wear
with some spinal buckling and light water damage to the back
cover of #60. F-VF+ Condition.

Famous Monsters Issues #52+#60107
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Issue 56 from 1969. Issue has some spinal buckling, browning, and
coupons have been clipped from the issue. Issue appears VF, but
due to coupon condition is Good.

Famous Monsters Issue #56108

9 figures from Lord of the Rings: Return of the King. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Fellowship of the Ring Figures108a

An original one sheet poster for Stephen King's 1982 film
"Creepshow". Poster is in good condition with some light browning
on the edges due to age and general edgewear from being rolled
for storage. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Creepshow 1982 One Sheet Poster109

A complete 72 non-sport trading card set of NECA's 2001
Nightmare Before Christmas, with two additional Glenn Shadix
autograph cards and three Skybox  holographic cards. The Glenn
Shadix cards do not come with an accompanying CoA, however,
Back to the Past Collectibles believes these autographs to be
genuine. Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Cards & Autographs110

#42 is the 1st full appearance of Merv Pumpkinhead and #47 is the
1st cameo appearance of Daniel Hall as The Sandman. NM
condition.

Sandman #30-48 DC/Vertigo110a

Issue 93 from 1972. Issue has heavy amounts of creasing, and
water damage. Issue is missing back cover completely and has
tape as well as rusted staples. Issue is considered filler.

Famous Monsters Issue #93111

Issue 81 from 1970. Issue has some spinal buckling and staple
stress. VF- Condition.

Famous Monsters Issue #81112

Lot of 10 Bronze Age horror comics from Gold Key. You get all
pictured. Few are G and the rest are F+ condition.

Grimm's Ghost Stories Lot of (10) Gold Key112a

Two "Creature from the Black Lagoon" keepsake tins from 2004
which features the original poster art. Both tins are in overall
excellent condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Tin Lot of (2)113

A framed Fangoria centerfold featuring "An American Werewolf in
London" directed by John Landis in 1981. Frame measures
approximately 24 1/2" x 18 1/2". Overall, the centerfold appears to
be in good shape, however, it does have tack holes present. See
pictures for further condition details.

An American Werewolf in London Fangoria Centerfold114

LOT #

9 comics. Tales of the Ghost Castle #1 is the 1st appearance of
Lucien the Librarian. Also included is #2 and Ghosts #4,5,6,8,9,13
and 21. #1 is F the rest are VG-F condition.

Ghosts + Ghost Castle Lot/DC Horror/Key!114a

Issue 94 from 1972. Issue has small amounts of spinal buckling
and a cover crease on the lower right-hand corner. VF Condition.

Famous Monsters Issue #94115

Issue 110 from 1974. Issue has little spine wear and cover
creasing, as well as some pen markings periodically through the
issue. VF Condition.

Famous Monsters Issue #110116

15 comics. #113 is the 1st appearance of Judge Gallows, terror of
the old frontier. Lot contains issues
#107,112-115,117,118,120,122-127 and 129. #113 is VF- and the
rest are VG+/F+ to VF condition.

Unexpected Group of (15) #107-129 DC Horror116a

Two roughly 8" Dracula and Frankenstein figures produced by
Mego in 2018. Figures are brand new, never opened, still on
original cards. Cards appear to be in great shape however display
signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Dracula & Frankenstein Classic Mego Figure Lot (2)117

Issues 102 and 127 from 1973-1976. Issues range in wear, but
commonly have rusted staples, general creasing, and pen
markings. Cover is completely loose on issue 102. G-G/VG
condition.

Famous Monsters Issues #102+#127118

#107 and #108 are the 1st cameo mention and full appearance of
Ezekiel. #115 is cover L (blank variant). NM condition.

Walking Dead #101-109 + #115 1st Ezekiel118a

Issues 138 and 140 from 1977-1978. VF+ condition
Famous Monsters Issues #138+#140119

Issues 150, 160, and 168 from 1979-1980. VF-VF+ condition.
Famous Monsters Issues #150,160 + 168120

Complete 3 issue series written by Neil Gaiman. NM- condition.
Death: The High Cost of Living #1-3/Set Sandman120a

Issues 170. 189, and 203 from 1981-1993. VF-NM- condition.
Famous Monsters Issues #170,189, + 203121

An original poster for the 1981 film "Student Bodies". Poster
measures approximately 22"x28". Poster is in good condition with
surface wear including spots of abrasion, edge creasing, tape, and
a minor tear along the left-hand side. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Student Bodies 1981 Poster122
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LOT #

4 comics. Includes Planet of Vampires #1, The Grim Ghost #1-2
and Demon Hunter #1. VF+ condition.

Atlas Comic Bronze Age Horror Lot122a

Issue 251 from 2010, with both Dracula and Frankenstein covers.
NM condition.

Famous Monsters Issue #251 + Variant123

The first release featuring the original motion picture soundtrack of,
"Creepozoids", a cult classic from 1987. Item was produced by
Terror Vision Records and includes liner notes by Linnea Quigley.
Record is brand new and still sealed. Overall the sleeve appears to
be in great condition with minor dents and abrasions being present
along the upper and lower edge. See pictures for further condition
details.

Creepozoids Soundtrack Record124

8 comics. Frankenstein #2 is the 1st appearance of the Bride of
Frankenstein, in Marvel Comics. Tomb of Dracula #13 is the 3rd
appearance and origin of Blade and the first cameo appearance of
Deacon Frost. Lot includes The Monster of Frankenstein #2,4, and
7, Tomb of Dracula #9,13,30 and Werewolf by Night #14 (x2) and
24. #2 is VF-, #13 is VG/F and the rest are F- to F/VF condition.

Marvel Bronze Age Monster/Horror Comics/Keys124a

Special issue has some spinal wrap warping, and light surface
scratches, but otherwise is in great visual condition. VF/VF+
Condition.

Famous Monsters 1965 Yearbook125

Special issue shows some water or substance damage to back
cover and some interior pages. Issue also shows some minor
creasing and some pencil markings. F/VF- condition.

Famous Monsters 1966 Yearbook126

First appearance of Negan, Death of Glenn. Includes: Exclusive
San Diego Comic Con "Escape" Variant. by Matthew Roberts and
variant cover C (Frank Quietly). NM condition.

Walking Dead #100 (x2) Variants/Key Issue126a

An Universal Monsters "Creature from the Black Lagoon" themed
turntable spinner, from Waxwork Records' 2020 Spinatures series.
Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the original box.
Overall, packaging appears to be in great condition with some
slight signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Turntable Spinature127

Special issue shows minimal wear aside from some edge abrasion.
VF+ condition.

Famous Monsters 1967 Yearbook128

Includes the glasses! "V-Vampires" (art by Wally Wood, story from
Mad 3), "The Monster From the Fourth Dimension" (art by Bernard
Krigstein, story from Weird Science # &), "Frank Luke" (art by

Three Dimensional E.C. Classics (1954) #1128a

LOT #
George Evans, story from Frontline Combat # 13), and "Mr. Biddy,
Killer" (art by Graham Ingels, story from Crime SuspenStories 5).
Stories redrawn to 3-D format. Original stories not necessarily by
the artists here. Series continues as Three Dimensional Tales From
the Crypt. Harvey Kurtzman cover. Cover is completely detached. It
is Fair but appears Fine condition.

Special issue shows wear on the upper spine, and foxing along the
edges of the covers. F/VF condition.

Famous Monsters 1968 Yearbook129

A NECA Reel Toys Alien Big Chap Ultimate Edition Figure. Figure
is brand new, never opened, still in original box. Overall, the
packaging is in nice condition, but does have storage wear present
along the edges and corners of the box. See pictures for further
condition details.

Alien Big Chap Ultimate Edition NECA Figure130

Variant cover. Archaia Comics. NM condition.
Jim Henson's the Labyrinth 2017 Special #1130a

An original one sheet poster for David Cronenberg's 1986 film "The
Fly" starring Jeff Goldblum and Gina Davis. Poster is in good
condition, displaying some light surface scuffs and edgewear from
being rolled for storage purposes. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

The Fly 1986 One Sheet Poster131

Special issue shows minimal wear. VF+/NM- condition.
Famous Monsters 1969 Yearbook132

Stan Lee Box variant cover. IDW. NM condition.
Ghostbusters: Answer the Call #1 Stan Lee Variant132a

Special issue shows small amounts of spinal wear including light
buckling, and covers have small amounts of creasing. VF condition.

Famous Monsters 1970 Yearbook133

The 1986 Famous Monsters of FIlmland Collector's Edition. VF+
condition.

Famous Monsters of FIlmland Collector's Edition134

All 4 issues. NM condition.
Mars Attacks Image #1-4 Set134a

Thirty DVDs within the genres of horror and fantasy. Includes
Dracula, Scary Movie IV, Anatomy of a Murder, Farscape, Corpse
Bride, and more! Conditions vary. DVDs are untested. See pictures
for further condition details. You get alll pictured.

Horror and Fantasy Related DVD Lot of (30)135

Three issues from 1984-1987. Issues show minimal signs of wear
but do include some spinal buckling. VF-VF+/NM condition.

CineFex #16,31 + 33136

3 deluxe packages with figures and accessories. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Fellowship of the Ring Figures136a
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1986 issue featuring David Cronenberg's "The Fly". VF+/NM-
condition.

CineFex #28137

Two issues from 1988. NM- condition.
CineFex #36+43138

Cover by Dick Giordano. Numbering continues from Gorgo's
Revenge (1962) #1, or possibly Reptisaurus Special Edition (1963)
#1. Stories and art by Steve Ditko and Bill Molno. The cult-classic
Charlton monster comic featuring the Godzilla-ish sea monster
from the 1961 B-movie. Frog-faced invaders from the planet
Corpus III plan to use Gorgo and his mother to help them destroy
humanity and make Earth their new home, in a story with art by
Spider-Man co-creator Steve Ditko. In a backup story, office
workers discover that 20 ordinary mirrors, arranged a certain way,
create a portal to another dimension. The Creature from Corpus III;
The Past Present; The Blind Spot. 32 pages, Full Color. F+/VF-
condition.

The Return of Gorgo #2 (1963) Steve Ditko!138a

A Spooky Town Symphony of Screams seasonal Halloween village
piece, which was produced by Lemax in 2018 and measures
approximately 9.65" x 12.52" x 9.29".

This item is in overall excellent working condition, however, the
packaging does exhibit signs of moderate storage wear as scuffing,
denting, and minor tears are present along the edges, corners, and
faces of the box.

See pictures for further condition details.

Lemax Spooky Town Symphony of Screams 2018139

Two copies of the 1988 issue. One copy has significantly more
spinal stress, but both are overall good. VF- to NM- condition.

CineFex #44 (2)140

13 issues. Includes #1,3-6,8,9,19-21, and 23-25. VG+ - F+
condition.

Beyond the Unknown Group of (13) #1-25 DC140a

Two issues from 1988 and 1991. #46 has some light spinal
buckling. VF- to NM- condition.

CineFex #46 + 47141

A framed Fangoria centerfold featuring "Pumpkinhead" from 1988.
Frame measures approximately 24 1/2" x 18 1/2". Overall, the
centerfold appears to be in good shape, however, it does have tack
holes present. See pictures for further condition details.

"Pumpkinhead" Fangoria Framed Centerfold142

#100 is the 1st appearance of Negan and the death of Glenn. #98
is the Death of Abraham and the 1st appearance of Dwight. NM
condition.

Walking Dead #95-100/1st Negan/Glenn Death142a

LOT #

A brand new and never opened Cinema of Fear Series 4 Mezco
Toyz figure of Debbie Stevens from "Nightmare on Elm Street 4:
The Dream Master", still on the original card. This figure was
produced 2009 and measures approximately 6 1/4" tall. The
packaging is in overall great condition, however, storage wear is
present along the edges of the card and scuffing is evident along
the edges of the bubble. See pictures for further condition details.

Debbie Stevens Nightmare on Elm Street 4 Figure143

Two issues from 1989 and 1992. Both are in excellent condition
aside from some light edge abrasion on the cover of #49. VF - NM-
condition.

CineFex #48 + 49144

Mi Gran Adventura #32 and Aventuras #423. Spanish language
horror comics. Reprinting vintage horror/sci comics. VG condition.

Vintage Mexican Horror Comic Lot144a

Two issues from 1988 and 1989, featuring Batman villains. VF+ to
NM- condition.

CineFex #41+ 51145

1988 issue featuring Robo Cop 2. VF+/NM- condition.
CineFex #45146

1970s reprint issues from classic EC comics. You get all pictured.
VF- condition.

EC Horror Comics Lot of (7) 1970s146a

Two "Creature from the Black Lagoon" keepsake tins from 2004
which features the original poster art. Both tins are in overall
excellent condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Tin Lot of (2)147

1992 issue featuring the Alien trilogy. VF condition.
CineFex #50148

17 comics. You get all pictured. VG+/F- to F condition.
DC/Marvel Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot148a

A 1982 and 1983 collector's edition Film Fantasy Yearbook
Magazine. Issues show minimal amounts of wear including light
spinal buckling and light cover creases. VF condition.

Film Fantasy 1982+1983 Yearbook149

The 1985 Dick Smith's Do-It-Yourself Monster Make-Up Handbook.
Spine shows some creasing and pages show signs of light
browning. VF/VF+ condition.

Dick Smith's Do-It-Yourself Handbook150

7 different covers for various Image comics. All are from 2017. You
get all pictured. VF+/ NM condition.

Walking Dead Homage Variant Cover Lot of (7)150a

Issues 11 and 12 from 1981. Issues show minimal wear including a
small crease on the upper left of issue #11. VF/+ condition.

Fangoria #11+12151
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Issues 13 and 14 from 1981. VF+/NM- condition.
Fangoria #13+14152

22 comics. From the Sandman Universe series. Near run. Missing
only #12,19 and 21. Includes variant covers B and Blank. NM
condition.

Books of Magic #1-11/13-18/20/22/23 w/Variants152a

Issues 15 and 16 from 1981. VF/+ condition.
Fangoria #15+16153

Issues 17 and 18 from 1982. There is a slight crease/bend to the
upper right hand corner of issue #18. VF/+ condition.

Fangoria #17+18154

10 Comics. Includes Addams Family, Ghostbusters, Slimer,
Godzilla and more. You get all pictured. F - VF+, some name
pen/coloring marks.

Modern Horror Comic Lot154a

Issues 19 and 20 from 1982. Issue #19 shows some staple stress.
VF to NM- condition.

Fangoria #19+20155

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figure set
of Edward & Bella from Twilight. Both figures were produced by
NECA in 2009 and the Edward figure measures roughly 6 1/2" tall
for size reference. The packaging is in overall nice condition,
however, slight scratching and scuffing is present along the bubble.
See pictures for further condition details.

Twilight Edward Cullen & Bella Swan NECA Figure156

1973. Joe Simon and Jack Kirby reprints from the 1950s series.
VF-VF+ condition.

Black Magic #1-4 Jack Kirby/Joe Simon156a

Three issues from 1982. VF+/NM- condition.
Fangoria #21,22,23157

Three issues from 1982-1983. Small amount of spinal buckling and
edgewear. Pullout poster for #26 is still intact. VF+ condition.

Fangoria #24,25,26158

Omac #1 is the 1st appearance and origin of OMAC, One Man
Army Corps, controlled by Brother Eye and Sandman #1 is the 1st
appearance of Sandman, Garrett Sandford. This is the final Simon
and Kirby collaboration. Omac is VF/+, Sandman is VF- due to
foxing in back.

Omac #1 + Sandman #1 Jack Kirby158a

Three issues from 1983. Small amount of spinal buckling and some
staple stress tears on issue #28. Pullout posters are still intact.
VF/+ condition.

Fangoria #27,28,29159

LOT #

Four original one sheets for Tim Burton's 2012 film "Dark
Shadows". Posters are in good condition with light surface
scratching and edgewear due to being rolled for previous storage.
Two posters show some creasing from being bent in storage.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Dark Shadows 2012 One Sheet Poster (4)160

Late Silver/Early Bronze Age horror comics from Charlton. Includes
#2,8,10,13,15,16,17 and 19. VG+/F- to VF- with a lot of staple
pops.

Ghost Manor Group of (8) #2-19 Silver Age Horror160a

Three issues from 1983, including a duplicate of issue #30. Both
issue #30 display the most wear with some edge abrasion and a
small tear on the back cover. Pullout posters are still intact. VF to
NM- condition.

Fangoria #30+31161

Three issues from 1983-1984. Issues show minimal wear including
edgewear and staple stress on #34. Pullout posters are still intact.
VF/+ condition.

Fangoria #32,33,24162

Classic science fiction tales. Contains eight stories. Cover
illustrated by Ken Hooper. VF+/NM- condition.

Strange Worlds #1 (x5) 1990 Malibu162a

Three issues from 1984. Pullout posters are still intact. VF+
condition.

Fangoria #35,36,37163

Three issues from 1984-1985. Pullout posters are still intact. VF+
to NM- condition.

Fangoria #38,39,40164

DC Silver Age Horror/Sci-Fi comics. Includes #78,79,81,82,92,94
and 98. Some filler, the rest are G- VG with staple pops, loose
centerfolds, and missing pages.

Tales of the Unexpected Group of (7) #78-98 DC164a

Three issues from 1985. Pullout posters are still intact. VF+
condition.

Fangoria #41,42,43165

A variety of items relating to The Nightmare Before Christmas.
Includes a book, a plush toy of the Harlequinn Demon, magnets,
and a paperweight. Overall, items are in good condition with some
signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Variety Lot166

Reprinted horror stories from Journey Into Mystery and Adventures
Into Terror. F to VF- condition.

Crypt of Shadows #1 (x6) Marvel Horror 1973166a

Three issues from 1985. Small amounts of wear including light
corner creasing. Pullout posters are still intact. VF/+ condition.

Fangoria #44,46,47167
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LOT #

Three issues from 1985-1986. Pullout posters are still intact.
VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #48,49,50168

#1-3 feature Jack Kirby covers. The #6 cover was done by Marie
Severin. #6 is filler, the rest are G-VG+ with rusted staples.

Where Creatures Roam #1/2/3/6 1970 Marvel168a

Five issues from 1986. #55 includes staple pops to the front cover,
and #54's cover is completely loose. Pullout posters are still intact.
F+/VF to VF+ condition.

Fangoria #51-55169

This includes a complete set of all 8 Universal Monsters Stuffins
plushies, plus 7 extras. These are CVS Exclusives and come with
original retailer display. Plushies are all brand new with original
hangtags. Display has some storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Universal Monsters Stuffins Plushies CVS Exclusive170

Early Morbius and Man-Thing. #17 is VF+ and #22 is VF-
condition.

Adventure Into Fear #17/22 Man-Thing/Morbius170a

Five issues from 1986. Pullout posters are still intact. VF+/NM
condition.

Fangoria #56-60171

Five issues from 1985-1987, including a B variant of issue #45.
Pullout posters are intact. VF+ to NM- condition.

Fangoria #45 + 61-64 W/Variant172

#21 is the 1st appearance of Delirium, one of The Endless,
formerly Delight before she went insane. #25 is the 1st appearance
of the Deadboy Detectives, the ghosts of two murdered boys who
investigate mysteries. VF+ - NM condition.

Sandman #20/21/23-29 DC/Vertigo Keys!172a

A framed 8x10 photo signed by special make-up effects artist, Tom
Savini. Frame is in overall great condition but does exhibit signs of
storage wear. Item does not come with accompanying CoA, but
Back to the Past Collectibles believes this signature to be genuine.
See pictures for further condition details.

Tom Savini Signed Photo173

Five issues from 1987, including a duplicate of issue #67. One of
the #67 copies is missing the cover/pullout poster. All other posters
are intact. VG to VF+/NM condition.

Fangoria #65-68174

4 issues from the Bronze Age Marvel horror comic series. Covers
by Gil Kane, Rich Buckler and Jack Kirby. #2 is VG+ and the rest
are F+ - VF condition.

Journey Into Mystery #2/5/6/7 1972 Marvel174a

LOT #

Five issues from 1987-1988. Pullout posters are intact. NM-
condition

Fangoria #69-73175

Five issues from 1988. Pullout posters are intact. NM- condition.
Fangoria #74-78176

6 key issues with new covers. Blind bag editions. Sealed! Includes
#100,108,127,132,167 and 171. NM condition.

Walking Dead 15th Ann. Key Issue Blind Bags Lot176a

An 18" figure of Michael Myers from McFarlane Toys' Movie
Maniacs 2000 line. The sensor activated sound has been tested
and works. Figure is in overall good condition, but does exhibit
signs of display wear such as paint chipping and the left hand has
been broken off. The packaging is in nice shape, but does exhibit
heavy wear through bubble crunching, warped/creased box faces,
torn exterior flaps, and scuffing along the edges. See pictures for
further condition details.

Michael Myers Movie Maniacs McFarlane Toys 18"177

Five issues from 1988-1989, including a duplicate issue of #81.
Pullout posters are intact. VF+/NM- condition.

Fangoria #79-82178

10 figures from Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Two Towers Figure Lot178a

A working 2019 Lemax Spooky Town Graveyard Party! Comes with
all accompanying parts (four magnetized figures, disco ball, and
power adapter) and measures approximately 8.27" x 11.02" x
10.75".

This item is in overall great condition, however, one of the
magnetized figures has a fixable but broken head and the box has
moderate storage wear as evident through scuffing, denting, and
light tears being present along the edges, corners, and faces of the
box. 

See pictures for further condition details.

Lemax Spooky Town Graveyard Party 2019179

Five issues from 1989, including a duplicate of issue #85. Pullout
posters are intact. NM- condition.

Fangoria #83-85180

Copies ordered by retailers: 20,130. NM condition.
Spawn #287180a

Five issues from 1989-1990, including a duplicate of issue #86.
Pullout posters are intact. NM- condition.

Fangoria #86-89181
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LOT #

Five issues from 1990. Pullout posters are intact. NM condition.
Fangoria #90-94182

Written by Steve Gerber. Art by Val Mayerik and Sal Tarpani. VF/+
condition.

Man-Thing #2 (x4) 1974 Marvel182a

A die-cast Volkswagen T1 panel bus Hot Wheels vehicle of The
Wolf Man which was produced by Mattel 2012. This item is brand
new, never opened, and still on the original card. The packaging is
in overall great condition, however, there are signs of light storage
wear along evident along the edges of the card. See pictures for
further condition details.

HOT WHEELS The Wolf Man Volkswagen T1 Panel Bus183

Six issues from 1990-1991, including the 100th issue special.
Pullout posters are fully intact for issues #95-99. NM condition.

Fangoria #95-100184

#2 is the 1st appearance of the Invisible Man in Marvel comics. #3
is the 1st appearance of James Allison aka Niord, a man who can
recall many past lives. F-VF condition.

Supernatural Thrillers #1/2/3/6 Keys/1973 Marvel184a

Ten issues from 1991-1992. Pullout posters are intact. NM
condition.

Fangoria #101-110185

Ten issues from 1992-1993. Pullout posters are intact. NM
condition.

Fangoria #111-120186

7 comics with ghosts and monsters on the covers. Casper,
Superboy, Marvel Team-Up and more. You get all pictured. G to F+
with loose centerfolds and edge abrasion.

Silver to Bronze Age Horror/Spooky Comics186a

Ten issues from 1993-1994. NM- condition.
Fangoria #121-130187

Issues from Horizon, Species, and more. Magazines show some
wear including staple stress and light surface scratching to the
cover. VF/+ condition.

Horror SFX Magazines (3)188

6 consecutive issues. #13 is the 1st appearance of Lady Johanna
Constantine. VF+/NM condition.

Sandman #13-19 1st Lady Constantine188a

Ten issues from 1994-1995. NM- condition.
Fangoria #131+133-141189

Ten issues from 1995-1996. NM condition.
Fangoria #142-145+147-152190

Ten issues from 1996-1997. NM condition.
Fangoria #153-162191

LOT #

Ten issues from 1997-1998. NM- condition.
Fangoria #163-172192

Ten issues from 1998-1999. NM- condition.
Fangoria #173-182193

Five issues from 1999-2001 and two additional Fangoria
magazines. VF+/NM condition.

Fangoria #183-186+205 and More194

1973. Joe Simon and Jack Kirby reprints from the 1950s series.
VF- to VF+ condition.

Black Magic #1 (x6) 1973 Jack Kirby/Joe Simon194a

Seven issues from 1982-1992. VF+/NM condition.
Bloody Best of Fangoria #1-4,7,10,11195

Ashtray is 4 1/8" wide, 3 3/4" long, and 1 1/2" tall. Ashtray is in
great condition with no chips or cracks. See pictures for further
condition details.

Bates Motel Vintage Square Ashtray Souvenir 1960196

5 key issues with new covers. Blind bag editions. Sealed! Includes
#27/48/53/92/98. NM condition.

Walking Dead 15th Ann. Key Issue Blind Bags Lot196a

Five issues from 1990-1992. Issue #3 has a spinal split. Issues
show some spinal wear in general. VF- to VF+/NM condition.

Fangoria Horror Spectacular #1,3,5,6,7197

Four issues from 2007-2010. VF+- NM condition.
HorrorHound #5,22,23 + 24198

#5 is the 1st cameo appearance of Merv Pumpkinhead. #6 is Part
6: Preludes & Nocturnes '24 Hours' - Dr. Destiny holds the patrons
of a diner captive for 24 hours and uses Dream's stolen artifacts to
terrorize, torture and commit mass murder. #7 is the 1st
appearance of Destiny in the Sandman title - first appeared in
Weird Mystery Tales #1 (1972). NM condition.

Sandman #5/6/7 DC/Vertigo Key Destiny/Merv198a

Five issues from 1988-1989. Magazines range in amounts of
minimal wear. Some spinal buckling is present along with minute
creasing to corners. VF- VF/NM- condition.

Slaughter House Magazine #1-5199

An original two-sided one sheet poster for the 2009 Rob Zombie
film "Halloween II". Poster is in great condition with light surface
scratches from storage. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Rob Zombie's Halloween II 2009 One Sheet Poster200

16 comics from various publishers. You get all pictured. Few are F+
and the rest are G to VG+/F- condition.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot of (16)200a
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LOT #

Two records, one of "Absurda: Music Reimagined in the Short
Films of David Lynch" and one soundtrack from Alejandro
Jodorowsky's film, "El Topo". Both albums are contained within the
original factory seal. The "El Topo" record's seal does have a few
breaks throughout and appears to have been retaped in some
areas. See pictures for further condition details.

David Lynch & Jodorowsky Record Lot of (2)201

A framed Fangoria centerfold featuring the movie, "Critters". Frame
measures approximately 24 1/2" x 18 1/2". Overall, the centerfold
appears to be in good shape, however, it does have tack holes and
folded creasing present. See pictures for further condition details.

"Critters" Fangoria Framed Centerfold202

8 comics. Includes #1,2 (covers A,B and C), #3 (B and C covers)
and #4 (A and B covers). NM condition.

Stranger Things #1-4 Set + Variants202a

Two glass skulls which measures about 10 1/2" x 7 1/2" x 5 /12".
Overall items are in good condition with minor signs of wear.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Glass Skull Lot of (2)203

Four books pertaining to the subject of special effects used in film
production, include books featuring work from the studio Industrial
Light & Magic and Cinefex prints. Conditions vary. You get all
pictured.

Special FX Related Book & More Lot of (4)204

10 figures from various Lord of the Rings films. All figures are new
in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Action Figure Lot204a

One two-sided one sheet poster for the early 2000's films "Jurassic
Park III" and "Zathura",as well as two original two-sided one sheets
for the 2004 film "Anacondas: Hunt For The Blood Orchid". Posters
are in good condition with light surface scratches and edgewear
from being rolled for storage. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

Action Movie One Sheet Posters (4)205

A Michael Myers from John Carpenter's movie, "Halloween II"
themed turntable spinner, from Waxwork Records' 2020 Spinatures
series. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the original
box. Overall, packaging appears to be in great condition with some
slight signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Halloween II Michael Myers Turntable Spinature206

Comics from Hellraiser, Night Breed, Tapping the Vein and Weave
World. You get all pictured. VF+ - NM- condition.

Clive Barker Horror Comics Lot of (13)206a

LOT #

Two "Creature from the Black Lagoon" keepsake tins from 2004
which features the original poster art. Both tins are in overall
excellent condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Tin Lot of (2)207

An approximately 13" tall bobblehead of the Mayor from "The
Nightmare Before Christmas" which was only obtainable through
the Disney Catalog. Item is in overall great condition with flea-bite
sized chips and scuff in the paint. See pictures for further condition
details.

Nightmare Before Christmas Mayor Bobblehead208

3 comics.  Jack Kirby/Gil Kane covers. F- to F+ condition.
Fear #2/3/6 Bronze Age Marvel Horror208a

An original one sheet for the 1983 "Twilight Zone" movie, and an
"X-Files" poster that measures approximately 35"x24". X-Files
poster shows considerably more wear, including edge abrasion and
tearing along the right-hand side. Both posters show light surface
scratching from storage. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Sci-fi + Horror Poster Lot (2)209

Seven books relating to the subject of paranormal creatures and
monsters within the genre of horror. Conditions vary. You get all
pictured.

Creatures & Monsters Related Book Lot of (7)210

16 comics from Charlton/ACG. You get all pictured. Fair/G- to VG
condition.

Silver Age Horror Comic Lot of (17)210a

An Universal Monsters Frankenstein themed turntable spinner,
from Waxwork Records' 2020 Spinatures series. Item is brand new,
never opened, and still in the original box. Overall, packaging
appears to be in great condition with some slight signs of storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Frankenstein Turntable Spinature211

Two Funko Pop! vinyl figures, includes a Chalice Collectibles
Exclusive Venomized Thor #703 and a Special Edition Venomized
Green Goblin #597. Both items are brand new, never opened, and
still in the original boxes. Boxes are in overall great condition with
light signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Venomized Thor & Green Goblin Funko Pop Lot of (2)212

15 comics. #21,23-28,30-36 and #38. #21 is the cover reproduction
and reprint of Strange Tales #89, introduction of Fin Fang Foom.
This issue also reprints Journey Into Mystery #1 (1952). #21 is VF+
few are V/VG and the rest are F/VF - VF+ condition.

Where Monsters Dwell Lot/1st Fin Fang Foom212a
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LOT #

Two framed photos, which features one of Reagan from "The
Exorcist". Frames measure roughly 20 7/8" x 17 1/4". Both items
are in overall nice condition, but display a various amounts of wear
from warping, creasing, and more. See photos for further condition
details.

Special FX & The Exorcist Framed Photo Lot213

A framed Fangoria centerfold featuring the movie, "Lifeforce"
directed by Tobe Hooper in 1985. Frame measures approximately
24 1/2" x 18 1/2". Overall, the centerfold appears to be in good
shape, however, it does have tack holes and folded creasing
present. See pictures for further condition details.

"Lifeforce" Fangoria Framed Centerfold214

Includes #118,125,142,144,150 and 152. #118 has an Ogden
Whitney painted cover art. G- G/VG- with water damage and rusty
staples.

Adventures into the Unknown Lot of (6) 1960s214a

An approximately 12 1/4" tall bobblehead of Sally from "The
Nightmare Before Christmas" which was only obtainable through
the Disney Catalog. Item is in overall great condition with flea-bite
sized chips and scuff in the paint, namely focused on the inside
portion of her hair. See pictures for further condition details.

Nightmare Before Christmas Sally Bobblehead215

Two glass skulls which measures about 10 1/2" x 7 1/2" x 5 /12".
Overall items are in good condition with minor signs of wear.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Glass Skull Lot of (2)216

14 consecutive issues. Marvel Bronze Age. F- F+/VF condition.
Where Monsters Dwell #7-20 Marvel Bronze Age216a

A brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging
action figure of Grandpa from The Munsters. This figure was
produced by Diamond Select Toys in 2012. The packaging is in
nice shape, but does exhibit moderate storage wear through
creasing, scuffing, crunching along the left portion of the card, and
abrasions on the bubble. See pictures for further condition details.

The Munsters Grandpa Diamond Select Figure217

Seven publications pertaining to toy and model collecting.
Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Toy & Model Publication Lot of (7)218

4 key issues with new covers. Blind bag editions. Sealed! Includes
#27/48/53/92/98. NM condition.

Walking Dead #1/2/7/19 15th Anniversary218a

An original one sheet for David Lynch's 1984 film "Dune" starring
Kyle MacLachlan and Patrick Stewart. Poster is in good condition
with folding creases due to previous storage and some light
edgewear. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Dune 1984 One Sheet Poster219

LOT #

Includes poster art for "Invasion of the Saucer-Men" and H.G.
Wells', "The Time Machine". Frames measure roughly 20 7/8" x 17
1/4". Tin posters appear to be in overall great detail and the frames
also appear to be nice condition with light wear being visible. See
pictures for further condition details.

Sci-Fi Framed Tin Poster Lot of (2)220

All have Bernie Wrightson covers. #5 is the discovery of new
powers, the ability to regenerate damaged or severed limbs. #7 is
the first meeting of Swamp Thing and Batman. #10 is the final
Bernie Wrightson art on a Swamp Thing title. F-VF condition.

Swamp Thing #5-10/Keys 1973/Wrightson220a

Two items scored by Danny Elfman, including a Laserdisc copy of
Beetlejuice released in 1991 and a single of Oingo Boingo's Weird
Science. Laserdisc is in NM condition. The sleeves of both Items
are in overall nice condition but do exhibit a variety of wear,
including scuffing along the edges, creasing, and abrasions on the
front and back. See pictures for further condition details.

Danny Elfman Score Related Lot of (2)221

A limited edition figures Herman Munster figure featuring his outfit
from the "Go West" episode of The Munsters. Figure measures 8"
tall and only 500 of these figures were produced by Thundermall in
2004. This item is brand new, never opened, and still on the
original card. Card appears to be in great condition but does have a
slight curve. See pictures for further condition details.

Herman Munster Exclusive Thundermall Figure222

28 comics. Includes Survival of the Fittest #1-5, Anthology #1 (x2),
and 2, Lord of Nightmares #1-5,1976 #1-3, Long Road to Hell
one-shot, and Second Cycle #1-11. NM- condition.

American Vampire Mini-Series and More Lot/DC222a

A framed Weird Science-Fantasy print with art by Feldstein. Frame
measures about 17" x 13". Print is in overall great condition but is
taped to the matte. Frames also appear to be in great condition
with light portions of storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Weird Science-Fantasy Framed Print223

An approximately 11 3/4" tall bobblehead of Jack Skellington from
"The Nightmare Before Christmas" which was only obtainable
through the Disney Catalog. Item is in overall great condition with
flea-bite sized chips and scuff in the paint. See pictures for further
condition details.

Nightmare Before Christmas Jack Bobblehead224

#10 is the death of Aaron Slaughter. #11 is the 1st full appearance
of the Old Dragon, the head of the Order of Saint George. #12 and
14 have cover art by Werther Dell'Edera. #13 is the 1st appearance
of Maxine Slaughter. In issue #15, Erica's actions will determine
what is to become of Archer's Peak, and ultimately, the House of
Slaughter. NM condition.

Something is Killing the Children #10-15/Hot!224a
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LOT #

Three history of horror stories related hardcover books. Conditions
vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition details.

Horror Stories History Hardcover Book Lot of (3)225

One collectible Creature from the Black Lagoon 18oz. mug
produced by Vandor in 2004. This mug comes with the original
packaging, and is in overall excellent condition. The box is in good
condition as well, however, it does have light storage wear evident
along the edges and vertices. See pictures for further condition
details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Mug226

Missing only #20 in the run. #1 comes with A,B and C covers. NM
condition.

Dreaming #1-19 w/Variants/Near Run226a

Three horror personality posters of Frankenstein, Wolfman and
Dracula. Posters are in great to excellent condition with minimal
wear. Posters are approximately one sheet sized. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Universal Monsters Posters Lot of (3)227

Two "Creature from the Black Lagoon" keepsake tins from 2004
which features the original poster art. Both tins are in overall
excellent condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Tin Lot of (2)228

Lot includes #1,2,6,7,11-14 and 16. #1 is the 1st appearance and
origin of Etrigan the Demon and Morgaine Le Fay, the sister of
Madame Xanadu. #7 is the 1st appearance of Klarion the
Witchboy. F-VF condntion.

The Demon Group of (9) #1-16/Keys 1970s228a

An approximately 8 1/4" Daryl Dixon figure produced by McFarlane
Toys in 2013 and a Walking Dead #30206 poster produced by
NECA. Both items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall, packaging for both items are in great
condition, but do have signs of storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Walking Dead Figure & Poster Lot229

Five books relating to the subjects of the paranormal and fantasy.
Includes an X-Files book, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and more!
Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Paranormal & Fantasy Related Book Lot of (5)230

DC Silver Age Horror/Sci-Fi comics. #12 is a Jack Kirby cover and
he has some interior art too! Filler/Good to VG condition.

House of Secrets #12/55/58/59/60/78 DC/Kirby!230a

A framed Weird Fantasy print. Frame measures about 17" x 13".
Print is in overall great condition but is taped to the matte. Frames
also appear to be in great condition with light portions of storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Weird Fantasy Framed Print231

LOT #

Seven promotional posters, including Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Garbage Pail Kids, Hollywood Zombies, and more! Conditions vary.
Many posters have been previously folded. You get all pictured.
See pictures for further condition detail.

Promotional Poster Lot of (7)232

Lot includes #1 (x3) and 2-6 with various covers. You get all
pictured. NM condition.

Sandman Overture #1-6 Set w/Variants232a

A framed Fangoria centerfold featuring the movie, "The Fly"
directed by David Croenenberg in 1986. Frame measures
approximately 24 1/2" x 18 1/2". Overall, the centerfold appears to
be in good shape, however, it does have tack holes and folded
creasing present. See pictures for further condition details.

"The Fly" Fangoria Framed Centerfold233

A framed 8x10 photo signed by Forrest J. Ackerman. Frame is in
overall great condition but does exhibit signs of storage wear. Item
does not come with accompanying CoA, but Back to the Past
Collectibles believes this signature to be genuine. See pictures for
further condition details.

Forrest J. Ackerman Signed Photo234

Limited 1 for 200 Variant Cover by Dave McKean. NM condition.
Sandman Overture #1 1:200 Variant Cover!234a

A framed Weird Science-Fantasy print. Frame measures about 17"
x 13". Print is in overall great condition but is taped to the matte.
Frames also appear to be in great condition with light portions of
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Weird Science-Fantasy Framed Print235

A resin statue of Jack Skellington dressed as "Sandy Claws" which
was produced by JUN. Statue measures approximately 6 1/4" x 5
3/4" x 3 3/4". Overall, statue is in great condition with minor signs
of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Nightmare Before Christmas Sandy Claws Statue236

10 figures from Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers. All figures are
new in sealed packages. You get all pictured.

Lord of the Rings Two Towers Figure Lot236a

One collectible Creature from the Black Lagoon 18oz. mug
produced by Vandor in 2004. This mug comes with the original
packaging, and is in overall excellent condition. The box is in good
condition as well, however, it does have light storage wear evident
along the edges and vertices and a warped top exterior flap. See
pictures for further condition details.

Creature from the Black Lagoon Mug237

Features a Famous Monster Speaks LP and a signed 8x10 framed
print of Eddie Munster from Butch Patrick.  Signature does not
come with the accompanying CoA, but Back to the Past
Collectibles believes this item to be genuine. Record is in overall

Famous Monsters LP & Eddie Munster Signature Lot238

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #
nice condition but does have water damage and foxing throughout
the sleeve and inner sleeve. Record displays some light scratching.
See pictures for further condition details.

All 34 issues. 1st prints! NM condition.
American Vampire #1-34 Full Run (2010) DC/Vertigo238a

An original one sheet for the 1973 film "Don't Look In The
Basement" and the 1977 film "Demon Seed". Posters are both in
okay condition, but have folding creases from previous storage.
Additionally both posters shows signs of edgewear and Don't Look
In The Basement has a 5" puncture towards the lower right. Please
see pictures for further details and conditions.

Horror Movie Poster Lot (2)239

Seven special FX related photos from various movies. Includes a
Predator centerfold. Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Framed Special FX Monsters Lot of (7)240

#5 is the 1st appearance of the Living Mummy. VF+ condition.
Supernatural Thrillers #5 + #11/1st Mummy!240a

A sealed 2019 Hillbillies in Hell Volume 8 sealed record, produced
by The Omni Recording Co. Item is in overall excellent visual
condition with minor abrasions being present along the spine of the
sleeve. See pictures for further condition details.

Hillbillies in Hell Vol. 8 Sealed Record241

A roughly 7" tall Pilotman figure of the Spraycan Monsters of
Seenworld produced by Plant6 Inc. Item is in overall great condition
and appears to have never been removed from the inner plastic
holder. Box seems to be in good condition, but does exhibit signs
of storage wear through abrasions, scratching, and creased
corners.

Pilotman Spraycan Monsters of Seenworld Figure242

#6 is a reprint of Tales to Astonish #13, the first appearance of
Groot. F-VF, #6 is VF+ condition.

Where Monsters Dwell #1-6/1st Groot!242a

A 2019 "Rick Baker: Metamorphosis" book set by J.W. Rinzler
which includes both hardcover Volume 1 and Volume 2. Both
books and book holder are in overall great condition with minor
scuffs along the edges of the covers. See pictures for further
condition details.

Rick Baker: Metamorphosis Book243

A rare framed 1979 Don Post Studios "Men of a Thousand Faces"
poster, signed by Don Post Jr. in 1983. Marked 10/12 on the lower
left portion. Poster measures approximately 16 1/2" x 25 1/2". Item
does not come with an accompanying CoA, but Back to the Past
Collectibles believes this signature to be genuine. Overall, the
poster is in great visual condition and has nice sharp corners, but
does have some slight staining present on the lower right portion.

Don Post Studios 1979 Signed Poster244

LOT #
The glass pane features a horizontal crack along the bottom. See
pictures for further condition details.

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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